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[01] [Anarchism]. 
Anarchy - Second 
Series - A Run of 
Twenty-Five Issues. 
London: Freedom 
Press, 1971. First 
Edition. 4to. Card 
Covers. Pamphlet. 
Good. A run of twenty-
five issues (of a 
probable thirty-nine), 
1971-?1985, all in 
original card / paper 

covers. Each issue is largely single-themed with some variation, 
often including book and film reviews for example. Issue One - 
Towards a Rational Bisexuality, 32pp; Issue Two - Kronstadt 
1921, 32pp; Issue Three - The Acid Issue, 32pp; Issue Four - The
Polish Food Riots, 28pp; Issue Five - Anarchism in Japan, 30pp; 
Issue Six - Ireland, 36pp; Issue Seven - Council Communism, 
32pp; Issue Eight - North American Anarchism (contents gathered
by the Friends of Malatesta group), 32pp; Issue Nine - The Angry 
Brigade, 28pp; Issue Ten - Craigavon New City, 28pp; Issue 
Eleven - Prisons, 32pp; 'Surrogate Issue' - Education, 68pp; Issue
Twelve - Austerity, 32pp; Issue Thirteen - Children, 34pp; Issue 
Seventeen - Medicine, 16pp; Issue Eighteen - Class, 16pp; Issue 
Twenty - Children, the Murrays, Anti-Fascism, 16pp; Issue 
Twenty-Seven - Political Violence, Feminism, Organisation, 24pp 
+ insert; Issue Twenty-Eight – The Machine, 24pp; Issue Twenty-
Nine - Class War, A.L.F., Feminism, 24pp; Issue Thirty - Riots, 
Prisons, ECT, 24pp; Issue Thirty-Three - Employment, 30pp; 
Issue Thirty-Six – Prisons, RAF, 32pp; Issue Thirty-Seven - War, 
Counter-Insurgency, 40pp and Issue Thirty-Eight - Armed 
Struggle In Europe, 40pp. Generally at least good, several have 
small nicks and tears, some have the issue number written in pen
to upper cover, issue three has a red arrow in pen to page one, 
issue nine has a couple of small stains to upper cover, the 
'surrogate' issue has a stain to lower cover, issue twenty-nine has
a tear to the top margin of the last leaf of text (not affecting text), 
but generally fairly clean. Uncommon. Noyce 36  £250.00



[02] [Anarchism]. The Russian Myth. 
London: Freedom Press, 1941. First 
Edition. 8vo. Paper Covers. Pamphlet. 
Good+. 32pp, original paper covers. 
Slightly browned to edges, internally quite
bright and clean. Burazerovic 82 (dated 
1942). "To criticise the Russian system, to
explode the Russian Myth which has held
the workers of the world in awe for the 
past 20 years is not a disservice to the 
workers' cause. On the contrary"  £10.00

[03] [Anarchism]; Federation Anarchiste 
Poster. Au Domicile, Au Lit, Dans La 
Rue, Au Travail - De-Chainons-Nous! 
Le Sexisme Est Une Violence 
Quotidienne. ill. Ivry, F.A.. Paris: 
Federation Anarchiste, 2004. First 
Edition. Atlas Folio. Unbound. Poster. 
Very Good. Single-sided printed poster, 
approximately 450mm x 600mm, bright 
and clean. Roughly translates as 'At 
home, in bed, on the street, at work ... 
Separates us! Sexism is daily violence'  
£15.00

[04] [Anarchism]; Freedom. Freedom - Vol 
XXXVIII - No. 421 - October 1924. London: 
Freedom Press, 1924. First Edition. Folio. 
Unbound. Newspaper. Good. 6pp, ie. pp 49-
54 for October (continuously paginated for 
the year). Small amount of loss to top 
corner, otherwise fairly bright and clean. 
Attractive masthead  £10.00



[05] [Anarchism]; Freedom Press. The 
Anarchists of Chicago 1886-1986. 
London: Freedom Press, 1986. First 
Edition. 4to. Paper Covers. Pamphlet. 
Good+. 12pp, original paper covers. 
Very slightly rubbed to extremities, old 
price sticker to foot of lower cover, 
otherwise generally bright and clean. 
Quite an attractive publication for the 
centenary of the Haymarket Affair, with 
some nice reproductions of old leaflets 
to text  £8.00

[06] [Anarchism]; Poster. Le Monde 
Libertaire - Hebdomadaire De La 
Federation Anarchiste. ill. Foolz. ?Paris: 
Le Monde Libertaire, 2004. First Edition. 
Atlas Folio. Unbound. Poster. Very Good. 
Single-sided printed poster, approximately 
410mm x 600mm in size, bright and clean. 
French anarchist poster celebrating fifty 
years of the weekly Le Monde Libertaire  
£15.00

[07] [Anarchism]; Poster. Vote for 
Guy Fawkes the Only Man Who 
Ever Entered Parliament with 
Honest Intentions. No Place: No 
Publisher, First Edition. Folio. 
Unbound. Poster. Good+. Single-
sided printed poster, approximately 
315mm x 385mm in size. Folded to 
middle, slightly creased with serrated
edge to foot, generally quite bright 
and clean. No publisher, place or 
date, c.late 1960's?  £20.00



[08] [Anarchism]; Rocker, 
Rudolf. Album of the 
Funeral of P.A. Kropotkin 
in Moscow. Berlin: Foreign 
Bureau Confederation 
Anarcho-Syndicalists, 1922. 
First Edition. 8vo (Oblong). 
Hardback. Pamphlet. Good. 
15pp, [31], original 
wrappers. Some loss to 

wrappers at head of spine, upper wrapper slightly chipped to 
corners, front joint slightly weak, lower wrapper chipped to foot 
with loss to top corner. Internally browned (as usual). Parallel 
German and English text by Rudolf Rocker. Described as 'rare' by
Kerssemakers, calling for thirty-three photographic plates, but 
there are only thirty-one in this copy and also in the other copies 
that I have seen, so it is presumably a mistake. Kerssemakers 
3457; I.F.H.S. L'Anarchisme, page 141  £95.00

[09] [Angry Brigade]; Stoke Newington
Eight Defence Group. If You Want 
Peace Prepare for War. London: 
Stoke Newington Eight Defence 
Group, First Edition. 8vo. Paper 
Covers. Pamphlet. Good. 32pp, 
original paper covers. N.d. probably 
1972. Upper cover with patches of 
foxing, lightly foxed to lower cover and
page edges, internally fairly bright and
clean. The Stoke Newington Eight 
were Prescott, Purdie, Greenfield, 
Mendelson, Bott, Christie, Creek and 
Barker, and they were charged with 

"unlawfully and maliciously to cause explosions likely to endanger
life or cause serious injury to property" (Carr, The Angry Brigade, 
page 139)  £30.00



[10] [Ephemera]; The Commonweal. The 
Commonweal - The Official Journal of the 
Socialist League. London: The Socialist 
League, 1885. First Edition. 12mo. Unbound. 
Leaflet. Good. Single-sided printed flyer for 
the second number of The Commonweal, n.d. 
but 1885. Lightly foxed, small tear to fold at 
middle. The Commonweal was set up by the 
breakaway members of the SDF like William 
Morris, Eleanor Marx and Walter Crane. This 
flyer advertises the second issue, with articles 
by Morris, Shaw, Belfort Bax, Engels and 

Frank Kitz  £35.00

[11] [Spanish Civil War]. Three Years of 
Struggle in Spain 1936-1939 - The 
Spanish Revolutionary Unions Speak. 
London: Freedom Press, 1939. First 
Edition. 8vo. Paper Covers. Pamphlet. 
Good. 12pp, original paper covers. 
Covers rubbed, slightly creased and 
lightly soiled, staples slightly rusted with 
associated marking, corners creased. 
Internally fairly bright and clean. 
Pamphlet by the CNT, FAI and FIJL 
National Committees about the end of 

the revolution  £12.00

[12] [Walsall Anarchists]; 
Concert Ticket. A Grand 
International Concert Will 
be Held for the Benefit of 
the Walsall Prisoners. 
London: D. Nicoll, . First 
Edition. 48mo. Unbound. 
Ephemera. Good+. Single-
sided printed ticket, 
approximately 115mm x 



70mm in size, for a concert held to benefit the Walsall anarchists 
on their release, n.d. but probably 1899. Remnants of paper 
where it was once glued into an album to the reverse, otherwise 
quite bright and clean. The Walsall Bomb Plot was engineered by 
a police spy called Coulon, (who had earlier worked at the 
International School set up in London by Louise Michel), 
entrapping several others; Charles, Cailes, Battola, Deakin, 
Westley and Ditchfield. Charles, Cailes and Battola were found 
guilty and given ten years, Deakin given five years, with Westley 
and Ditchfield found not guilty. Deakin was released in 1897 and 
the others in 1899. It is probably a ticket for the "rather sedate tea
and social evening" mentioned by Quail, where Charles, Cailes 
and Battola were presented with about £20 (Quail, Slow Burning 
Fuse, page 218). A remarkable survival, from the collection of 
Ambrose Barker  £150.00

[13] [Wilson, Charlotte Mary]. Anarchism 
and Outrage. London: Freedom Press, 
1909. Reprint. 8vo. Paper Covers. 
Pamphlet. Good. 8pp, original paper 
covers, partly uncut so it unfolds like a 
panorama. Lightly browned, slightly 
rubbed to edges, but generally fairly bright
and clean. Reprinted from the December 
1893 issue of Freedom, the article was 
originally called 'Anarchism and Homicidal
Outrage' c.f. Nettlau, page 174; Slienger 
Checklist 7; Burazerovic 86  £15.00

[14] Aldred, Guy A. Pioneers of Anti-
Parliamentarism. Glasgow: The Strickland
Press, 1940. First Edition. 8vo. Paper 
Covers. Pamphlet. Good+. 110pp, original 
paper covers. Staples rusted, otherwise 
quite bright and clean. The Word Library, 
No.7  £10.00



[15] Aldred, Guy A. Bakunin. Glasgow: 
The Strickland Press, 1940. First Edition. 
8vo. Paper Covers. Pamphlet. Good. 
72pp, original paper covers. Slightly 
browned to edges, otherwise quite bright 
and clean. The Word Library, Second 
Series, No.1  £10.00

[16] Aldred, Guy A. A Call to Manhood 
and Other Essays in Social Struggle. 
Glasgow: The Strickland Press, 1944. 
First Thus. 8vo. Card Covers. Pamphlet. 
Good. 112pp, original card covers. 
Covers soiled, slightly creased, internally 
fairly bright and clean. A collection of 
Aldred's editorials  £10.00

[17] Aldred, Guy A. Studies in 
Communism. Glasgow: The Strickland 
Press, 1940. First Thus. 8vo. Paper 
Covers. Pamphlet. Good. 67pp, [1], 
original paper covers. Staples rusted, 
otherwise quite bright and clean. Consists
of five pamphlets previously published; 
The Case for Anarchism; Representation 
and the State; Trade Unionism and Class 
War; Socialism and Marriage and Against 
Terrorism in the Workers' Struggle  
£10.00



[18] Barrett, George, [Ballard, George 
Powell]; Wilson, W. (Preface). Objections to
Anarchism. London: Freedom Press, 1921. 
First Edition. 12mo. Paper Covers. 
Pamphlet. Good. 32pp, original paper 
covers. Covers, chipped with some loss to 
corners, stitching broken but holding. 
Internally a couple of ticks and marginal 
lines in red pencil, otherwise fairly bright. 
Burazerovic 216  £10.00

[19] Berkman, Alexander; Carpenter, Edward 
(Introduction). Prison Memoirs of an 
Anarchist. London: The C.W. Daniel 
Company, 1926. First Edition. 8vo. Hardback. 
Good / No Jacket. [12], 512pp, original red 
cloth, title, author and publisher in gilt to spine. 
Spine faded, covers unevenly faded and lightly 
soiled, small nick to head of spine. Text lightly 
browned but generally quite bright and clean. 
First published by Mother Earth in the U.S. in 
1912, this is the first UK edition, with an 

introduction by Edward Carpenter, with a different portrait 
frontispiece and without the portrait of Berkman 'at the time of the
Homestead strike' (as per every other copy of the UK edition I 
have seen - presumably as issued). Suvak 372; IFHS, 
'L'Anarchisme', page 18; Kerssemakers 468; Adams, page 60 (all 
for US edition)  £45.00

[20] Berneri, M.[arie] L.[ouise]. Workers in 
Stalin's Russia. ill. Philip. London: Freedom 
Press, 1945. Reprint. 8vo. Card Covers. 
Pamphlet. Good. 88pp, original card covers. 
Covers rubbed and lightly soiled, lower cover 
creased and worn, internally fairly bright and 
clean. The second impression of January 1945
(first was October 1944)  £8.00



[21] Bevington, L[ouisa] S[arah]. 
Anarchism and Violence. London: James 
Tochatti, Liberty Press, 1896. First Edition. 
8vo. Paper Covers. Pamphlet. Good. 12pp, 
original paper covers. Covers lightly foxed, 
rubbed to edges, small amount of ink 
staining to foot of upper cover and first page
of text, light foxing to margins, text generally
fairly clean. Uncommon anti-violence 
pamphlet, COPAC shows at Ox and Cam 
only. Kerssemakers 542; Nettlau, page 175 
and Burazerovic 262  £95.00

[22] Bevington, L[ouisa] S[arah]. Liberty 
Lyrics. London: James Tochatti, Liberty 
Press, 1895. First Edition. 8vo. Paper 
Covers. Pamphlet. Good. 16pp, original 
paper covers, uncut. Lightly foxed, otherwise
fairly bright and clean. Uncommon anarchist 
poetry, five locations on COPAC. 
Kerssemakers 544; Stammhammer II:40; 
Nettlau, page 175 and Burazerovic 261  
£100.00

[23] Dubois, Felix; Derechef, Ralph (Trans.). 
The Anarchist Peril. London: T. Fisher Unwin,
1894. First Edition. 8vo. Hardback. Good+. 
284pp, [4], original decorative cloth. Spine 
dulled as usual, slightly rubbed to extremities. 
Internally quite bright and clean. A nice copy of
an uncommon book. The first English edition 
(first published in French in the same year), 
translated, edited and with an extra chapter on
the English anarchist movement by Derechef. 
Nettlau, page 223; I.F.H.S. pg 47; 
Kerssemakers 176 (all for the French edition); 
Stammhammer II:95  £95.00



[24] Fleming, Marie. The Anarchist Way to 
Socialism - Elisee Reclus and Nineteenth-
Century European Anarchism. London: Croon
Helm, 1979. First Edition. 8vo. Hardback. Very 
Good / Good+. ISBN: 084766158x. 299pp, [1], 
original buckram in DJ. DJ spine slightly faded, 
patch of foxing to top edge of text block, 
previous owner's name to ffep, otherwise bright 
and clean  £12.00

[25] Goldman, Emma; Owen, Wm. C. 
(Preface). The Crushing of the Russian 
Revolution. London: Freedom Press, 1922. 
First Thus. 8vo. Card Covers. Pamphlet. 
Good. 42pp, original card covers. Covers 
lightly discoloured to edges, tear (about 
50mm) from foot of upper cover, internally 
very lightly browned, but generally quite 
bright and clean. With a preface by William 
C. Owen, reprinted from the 'World' 
newspaper of New York  £15.00

[26] Goldman, Emma; West, Rebecca 
(Introduction). My Disillusionment in 
Russia. London: The C.W. Daniel Company, 
1925. First Edition. 8vo. Hardback. Good / No
Jacket. xxviii, 263pp, [5], original cloth, with 
original paper label to spine. Lacks DJ, spine 
label slightly chipped and lightly browned, 
minor rubbing to extremities. Internally some 
light browning to page edges, a few fore-
edges lightly worn. First UK edition. Nerhood 
771; IFHS L'Anarchisme, page 65 (both for 
the US edition, published a couple of years 



earlier without twelve chapters - which were published as My 
Further Disillusionment in Russia in 1924); Grierson, page 37  
£45.00

[27] Henry, Agnes. Anarchist Communism 
in Relation to State Socialism. London: 
James Tochatti, Liberty Press, 1896. First 
Edition. 8vo. Paper Covers. Pamphlet. Good.
12pp, original paper covers, uncut at head. 
Hole punched to gutter, not affecting text, 
slightly chipped to edges, lightly browned, 
otherwise clean. Uncommon, three locations 
on COPAC (Ox, Manc and LSE). Burazerovic
694; Nettlau, pages 175/6; Stammhammer 
II:147 and Kerssemakers 2566  £45.00

[28] Ireland; [Henry, Agnes?]. Social 
Conditions and Character. London: James 
Tochatti, Liberty Press, 1896. First Edition. 
8vo. Paper Covers. Pamphlet. Good. 12pp, 
original paper covers. Covers very lightly 
foxed, splash of coffee? to upper cover, 
internally very slightly browned, but generally 
fairly bright and clean  £30.00

[29] Kropotkin, Peter. Fields, Factories and 
Workshops - Or, Industry Combined with 
Agriculture and Brain Work with Manual 
Work. London: Thomas Nelson and Sons, 
1912. Reprint. 12mo. Hardback. Good / No 
Jacket. xii, [4], 17-477pp, [3]. Original cloth, 
title, author and publisher in gilt to spine. Spine 
slightly faded. Endpapers browned, booksellers 
ticket to foot of front pastedown, otherwise 
internally fairly bright and clean. With a short 
updated preface by Kropotkin dated 1912 (first 



edition was 1898)  £15.00

[30] Kropotkin, Peter. The Conquest of 
Bread. London: Chapman and Hall, 1906. 
First Edition. 8vo. Hardback. Good / No 
Jacket. xvi, 299pp, [1]. Original cloth, title 
author and publisher in gilt to spine, title and
author in gilt to upper cover. Spine faded, 
head of spine chipped with small amount of 
loss, small ink stain towards foot of spine. 
Edges of text block lightly foxed, with very 
light foxing to text throughout. The first 
English edition, originally published in 
French in 1892. Nettlau, page 72; Piro 168; 

Stammhammer I:121:7; IFHS 'L'Anarchisme', page 80; 
Kerssemakers 3411; Einaudi 3146 (all for the French edition)  
£75.00

[31] Kropotkin, Peter. Mutual Aid - A Factor 
of Evolution. London: William Heinemann, 
1902. First Edition. 8vo. Hardback. Ex-
Library. Good / No Jacket. xix, [1], 348pp. 
Ex-library copy with small stamps and 
accession numbers to front pastedown and 
ffep, but no other evidence. Original cloth, 
title, author and publisher in gilt to spine, title
and author in gilt to upper cover, Heinemann
device in blind to centre of lower cover. 
Rubbed to extremities with some loss of 
colour to cloth, edges of text block browned 

and lightly foxed. Internally there is a previous owner's address to
ffep, endpapers and half-title are foxed, with occasional light 
foxing to text, but generally fairly clean. First English edition of 
Kropotkin's important contribution to the evolutionary debate. 
Huxley's 'The Struggle for Existence in Human Society', prompted
Kropotkin to write a series of replies in 'The Nineteenth Century' 
magazine, which developed into 'Mutual Aid' .For Kropotkin, 
rather than competition, natural selection, "generated a historical 
tendency toward cooperation in nature, including human society 



before the emergence of the modern state. In both realms mutual 
aid was the chief source of evolutionary progress" (Todes, page 
132). For an excellent look at Kropotkin's idea of mutual aid and 
the Russian intellectual background from where it developed see 
Todes, 'Darwin Without Malthus'. Adams, page 59; Piro 267 and 
Stammhammer III:181:24  £400.00

[32] Kropotkin, Peter. Anarchist Morality -
Sow Life Around You. ill. Motler, Leonard
Augustine. London: Freedom Press, 
Reprint. 12mo. Paper Covers. Ex-Library. 
Good. 36pp, original paper covers, 
stitched, n.d., but c. 1917. Ex-library copy 
with 'E2 Dup' to head of upper cover in 
ink, but no other signs. Covers lightly 
foxed, rubbed to corners, previous owner's
name to upper cover, lightly foxed, but 
generally fairly clean. The ninth edition 
(first was 1892), with a woodcut by L.A.M. 

to upper cover (presumably Leonard Augustine Motler). 
Burazerovic 758e (dated 1915), which is probably a little early, as 
the rear cover advertises 'Satire', (edited by Motler), the first issue
of which didn't appear until December 1916  £10.00

[33] Kropotkin, Peter; (Brandes, 
George, Preface). Memoirs of a 
Revolutionist. London: Smith, Elder 
and Co., 1899. First Edition. 8vo. 
Hardback. Good. Two volumes 
complete - Volume One - xiv, [2], 
258pp, [2] and Volume Two - [6], 
340pp. Original cloth, smooth back, 
title, author, volume and publisher in 
gilt to spine, olive green endpapers. 
Spines slightly dulled, chipped to 
spine ends with small amount of loss, 
cloth darkened to edges. Volume two 



is slightly cracked between signatures M and N, light foxing to 
reverse of endpapers and edges of text block, otherwise internally
quite bright and clean. Three portrait illustrations as called for. A 
decent set of a work difficult to find in nice condition. Piro 245; 
Kerssemakers 3432; cf. Stammhammer III:181  £95.00

[34] Kropotkin, Peter; (Brandes, George, 
Preface). Memoirs of a Revolutionist. 
London: Swan Sonnenschein and Co., 
1908. Reprint. 8vo. Hardback. Good. xxxi, 
[1], 468pp. Original cloth, smooth back, title,
author and publisher in gilt to spine. Slightly 
rubbed to extremities, small water mark to 
foot of upper cover. Endpapers browned, 
edges of text block browned and lightly 
foxed, previous owner's book lable to front 
pastedown. With photographic portrait 
frontispiece. The 'Cheap Edition', in one 
volume, was first published in 1906 and has

a new preface by Kropotkin about developments in Russia. 
Kerssemakers 3432; cf. Stammhammer III:181; Piro 245 (for the 
first editions)  £30.00

[35] Meltzer, Albert (Compiler). The 
Anarcho Quiz Book. ill. Ruff, Phil. 
Orkney: Simian Publication, 1976. First 
Edition. 8vo. Card Covers. Pamphlet. 
Good. ISBN: 0904564142. 74pp, original 
card covers. Slightly rubbed to 
extremities, small 'Sheffield Anarchists' 
stamp to title page, otherwise quite bright 
and clean. Patten, 'Islands of Anarchy' 33 
(noting that due to delays it wasn't actually
available until 1977)  £12.00



[36] Nicoll, David. The Walsall 
Anarchists - Trapped By the Police - 
Innocent Men in Penal Servitude - The 
Truth About the Walsall Plot. London: 
David Nicoll. First Edition. 12mo. Paper 
Covers. Pamphlet. Good. 20pp, original 
paper covers, n.d. but 1894. Covers 
lightly soiled with minor ink staining to 
some of the text but not affecting sense, 
lightly browned. Internally quite bright 
and clean. Uncommon, COPAC shows at
four locations only; Oxford, LSE, 

Glasgow and Bishopsgate. The Walsall Bomb Plot was 
engineered by a police spy called Coulon, (who had earlier 
worked at the International School set up in London by Louise 
Michel), entrapping several others; Charles, Cailes, Battola, 
Deakin, Westley and Ditchfield. Charles, Cailes and Battola were 
found guilty and given ten years, Deakin given five years, with 
Westley and Ditchfield found not guilty. Deakin was released in 
1897 and the others in 1899. Nettlau, page 174 (dating it to 
January 1894)  £95.00

[37] Nieuwenhuis, F[erdinand] Domela. 
Socialism in Danger - Part II. London: 
James Tochatti, Liberty Press, First Edition. 
8vo. Paper Covers. Pamphlet. Good. 16pp, 
drop-head title, stitched, n.d. c.1896? 
Covers browned and lightly soiled, rubbed 
to edges, text lightly browned but clean. 
Part Two only. Not in Nabrink  £50.00



[38] Olday, John. The 
March to Death. ill. Olday, 
John. London: Freedom 
Press, 1943. First Edition. 
8vo (Oblong). Card Covers. 
Good. [80]p, original card 
covers. Covers browned to 
edges, slightly rubbed, 
internally one text leaf 
slightly soiled, not affecting 

text, otherwise fairly bright and clean  £35.00

[39] Owen, W[illia]m C[harles]. 
Anarchism Versus Socialism. London: 
Freedom Press, 1922. First Edition. 
12mo. Card Covers. Pamphlet. Good. 
32pp, original card covers. Covers slightly
faded to edges and spine, internally bright
and clean. First UK edition. Slienger 
Checklist 43; Burazerovic 1026 and 
I.F.H.S. L'Anarchisme, page 119, has the 
first US edition printed by Mother Earth, 
New York, in 1908  £15.00

[40] Quail, John. The Slow Burning Fuse - 
The Lost History of the British Anarchists.
London: Paladin, 1978. First Edition. 8vo. 
Paperback. Good+. ISBN: 0586082255. xv, 
[1], 350pp, [2], original card covers. Very 
minor rubbing and soiling, pages browned as 
usual, otherwise clean. Still the best history of
early British anarchism  £12.00



[41] Read, Herbert; Silverman, E. 
(Foreword). Freedom is it a Crime? - The 
Strange Case of the Three Anarchists 
Jailed at the Old Bailey, April 1945. 
London: Freedom Press Defence 
Committee, 1945. First Edition. 12mo. 
Paper Covers. Pamphlet. Good. 14pp, 
original paper covers. Covers browned and 
foxed, internally some light foxing towards 
the rear, but generally fairly clean. The three
jailed were Vernon Richards, John 
Hewetson and Philip Sansom, Marie Louise

Richards (Berneri) was acquitted on the grounds that a wife 
cannot conspire with her husband. Read was Chairman of the 
Freedom Defence Committee. McCoy, Freedom of the Press, 
R40  £12.00

[42] Ridley, F.A. Fascism - What Is It?. 
London: Freedom Press, 1941. First Edition. 
8vo. Card Covers. Pamphlet. Good. 32pp, 
original oversized card covers. Covers slightly 
browned and creased to edges, pages lightly 
foxed to edges, otherwise quite bright and 
clean  £10.00

[43] Ward, Colin. Anarchy in Action. London:
George Allen and Unwin, 1973. First Edition. 
8vo. Hardback. Very Good / Good+. ISBN: 
0043210155. 157pp, [1], original buckram in 
DJ, top edge stained black. DJ spine slightly 
faded, minor chipping to head of spine, lightly 
foxed to flaps. Light foxing to endpapers and 
edges of text block, internally fairly bright and 
clean. Distillation of Ward's work over the 
previous decade editing the journal 'Anarchy', 
and one of the best introductions to modern 
anarchist thought  £24.00
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